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Operating LWR reactor pressure vessels (RPV) are subject to multi-factor influence. It is practically 

impossible to reproduce some of this factors («long-time bias», e.g.) in the framework of experimental 

investigations including RPV surveillance specimens tests. Detailed information that can be obtained by 

means of taking through RPV wall samples immediate from the decommissioned RPVs is more 

representative than received by any another ways and therefore has a highest value.  

Along with routine investigations in Russia systematic research on actual radiation embrittlement of the 

decommissioned LWR pressure vessel via through samples (trepans) has been planned and realized.  

The earliest commercial LWR prototype unit Novovoronezh-1 (210 MWe) RPV after 20 years (1964-

1984) of operation was trepanned in 1987. Then Novovoronezh-2 (365 MWe, 1969-1990), the oldest 

PWR type experimental reactor-prototype EBR (1956-1986) and, finely, nuclear icebreaker «Lenin»” 

RPVs also were trepanned. Schemes of the RPVs trepanning are presented in figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure. Schemes of the RPVs trepanning (NV-1, 2: Novovoronezh-1 and 2 units; 

EPR – experimental prototype reactor; NIB – nuclear icebreaker)  
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Through-thickness RPV wall samples had been cut out using trepanning tools such as boring machine 

with annular drill, anodic-mechanical and electric resistance cut machines. Typical dimensions of trepans 

were 120-140 mm in diameter and 120-140 mm lengthwise. Test pieces and specimens were fabricated 

by means of electrodischarge wire cutting machine. 

Testing of the specimens presented a unique opportunity for qualifying the effects of long-term irradiation 

and multi-factor influence on actual RPV properties. In such a way vessel thermal annealing conditions 

for the first generation Russian PWRs were optimized, taking templates and using for in-service escort of 

WWER-440/230 units instead cancelled surveillance programmes were grounded, absence of hydrogen-

assisted degradation for uncladed RPVs was confirmed, data on radiation damage change through the 

RPVs taking into account chemical factor and neutron flux were obtained.  

For EBR metal service-induced embrittlement appeared to be much greater than that produced by the test 

reactor irradiation, scale of the effect similar to famous Gundremmingen-A metal anomalous behavior. 

The information gained would be relevant to the RPV degradation mechanisms consideration and 

understanding, also to possible current LWR generation lifetime extension evaluation. 


